
 

 

  

Water Play 

Water play can be an enjoyable sensory activity. 
Water play activities can take place regularly 
during bathtime or outside during the warmer 
months. Water play doesn’t require any store-
bought items. You can use objects you already 
have around the house. Engaging your child in 
water play can contribute to a range of skills, 
including: 

• Bilateral skills (the ability to coordinate both 
sides of the body at the same time in a 
controlled/organised way). 

• Fine-motor skills (the ability to make movements 
using the small muscles in the fingers, hands, 
and forearms). 

• Hand-eye coordination (the ability to 
coordinate what the eyes see with appropriate 
body movements).  

• Crossing the midline (the ability to reach across 
the middle of the body). This promotes 
coordination and communication between 
the left and right hemispheres of the brain. 

• Motor planning (the ability to conceive, plan 
and carry out a physical task), attention and 
cooperation. 

• Communication. Learning positional words 
(e.g. on top, next to, between) and words 
related to measurement (e.g. tall, short or 
long). 

• The bathtub or a tray with water 
• Containers from around the 

house such as plastic jugs, 
measuring cups, spoons, bowls, 
colanders, sieves, recycled 
containers (e.g. empty soap 
dispensers, shampoo bottles, 
tomato sauce bottles). 

What you need? 

Preparation and Helpful Hints 
 Prepare your environment and 
maximise the interaction between you 
and your child by ensuring you are at 
the same level. Ensure the water is at a 
safe and comfortable temperature for 
your child. 

Follow your child’s lead and imitate 
what they do when they are engaged 
in play. For example, if they start 
splashing in the water, start splashing 
with them, saying, “Splash!” Then show 
them other movements they can do 
with their hands such as swirling or 
scooping up the water. 

Do not go into the play with a fixed 
agenda. Be flexible and have fun with 
your child! 

Ensure there is  
appropriate  
supervision at all  
times during water 
play activities. 
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Activity Suggestions 

Water play can be very engaging due to its multisensory nature. This activity 
provides you and your child an opportunity to interact together in play. 

• Help your child explore sensory play with water. Model how to make 
splashes with your hands, saying, “Splash!” Use a jug or watering can to pour 
water over your child’s hands. Use words such as pouring, sprinkle, whoosh 
or drip as you play. Monitor your child’s level of comfort. If they begin to look 
anxious, return to doing what they were comfortable with, even if you need 
to go back to making small splashes. Then, occasionally make a slightly 
bigger splash and watch their reaction. Watch also for smiles of enjoyment, 
ensuring that you smile back. If your child is playing in the bath or paddle 
pool, you can pour water on different parts of their body such as shoulders, 
arms, back, or if they’re ready, on their head. Some children might need a 
warning before you pour water on them such as, “On your back. Ready, set, 
go!” You can name the different parts of the body as you pour. 

• As your child gets used to engaging in this activity, you can vary the sensory 
play by adding a few ice cubes. You could make the water bubbly or add 
lux flakes to create a slimy texture. 

Sensational Water 
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Activity Suggestions 

This activity allows you to add variety to the play by incorporating a toy that 
your child already enjoys. 

• While sitting at your child’s level at the water tray or bath, bring out some of 
your child’s favourite waterproof toys such as plastic cars, blocks or figurines. 
You could also use shells or bottle lids. Hold the object so your child can see 
and say, “In goes {object’s name}. Wheee! Plop!” as you drop it in the water. 
Show your child how to scoop and catch the object using a colander, sieve 
or slotted spoon as a scoop or net. Try to have at least two scoops so that 
you can model catching the objects alongside your child. Put some more 
objects or toys in the water and pass your child a net. Model catching 
another object, using words such as, “I caught a {object’s name}.” Look at 
your child and say, “What did you catch?” If your child hasn’t attempted 
catching anything, gently help them position their net under the water to 
catch a toy, then bring their hand up. Smiling and looking excited, hold 
what was in their net and say, “Look! You caught a {object’s name}!” Allow 
them to use their free hand to help manoeuvre items into their net if 
needed. 

• As your child gets more confident with this activity, you can position an 
object on the opposite side of their dominant hand (the hand they tend to 
use to hold the net) and encourage them to reach across their body to 
scoop it up. 
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